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These days meditation and mindfulness more generally are often touted as a cure for anyone who ails the modern, stressed-out entrepreneur. In addition to a host of health benefits, learning to keep your mind tied to the present has been shown to reduce stress, improve decision-making, and even in one study, increase profits. Here's new research that claims meditating can
boost creativity as well. With all this talk around the idea of mindfulness, it would be natural for busy business owners to conclude that they should be striving to discipline their brains to stay in the present almost all the time. But according to a fascinating interview with cognitive scientists Todd Kashdan and Robert Biswas-Diener of Melissa Dahl from New York Magazine's Science
of Us column, many would-be meditating are taking this obsession with mindfulness too far. So far, in fact, they are missing out on a supplementary truth. Sure, a meditation practice is great for you. But then periods of total thoughtlessness are interrupted throughout your day. Zoning out and daydreaming, it turns out, is crucial too. One of the biggest misconceptions people have
about mindfulness is that you can train yourself to stay in this mindful state all the time, explains Kashdan. You cannot maintain a state of mindfulness over a long period of time. You wouldn't want to do that either. At least not if you are at all interested in generating creative ideas. Distance is an essential part of innovation. When we're zoning out, really what it is is the incubation
period of creativity, Kashdan says. With mindfulness, on the other hand, you are so in the present with your consciousness that there is no room for ideas to collide. He's not the only scientist who says that. Neuroscientists have developed a four-step model of generation of creative work. Before you can get a eureka moment or power through the details of the execution of your
idea, you need to feed your brain's raw materials for creativity and give it time to marinate. In practice, that means zoning out. (Therefore, it is very experienced phenomenon of getting good ideas while shampooing in the shower.) What is the bottom line takeaway for business owners? Heed the wisdom of mindfulness moment, but don't go overboard and don't beat yourself up if
you find yourself daydreaming for significant parts of your day. (What else is commuting, after all?) Every time your mind wanders, usually, it wanders away to... future objectives. The mindfulness movement is about inhibiting or ignoring it, and I actually think it's really important to be aware of it, kashdan concludes. Recently I've been thinking more and more about the zone. Most
often it is described as being in a super productive state for short periods of time, but what causes this condition in the first place? And why can't we just enter it anytime we like and have the last one beyond the typical short bursts that most people experience it I think we can. While there are lots of factors that affect our ability to enter (and stay in) the zone, I think there are
basically just two things to be right for that to happen. Before we get to the two, let's look at some of the others: Focus Zone is often said to be a state of intense focus, so focus is more of a synonym than an individual attribute, but in any case, it involves some of the other factors. Energy You will struggle to find someone falling to sleep while in the zone. In fact, the portrayal image
of being in the zone is the opposite - someone awake and awake, passionately engaged in what they're doing. It's really important to have energy. If you barely maintain consciousness because of a late night of cocktails, bad chat-up lines, and a story you could never tell your mother, getting into the zone will be difficult. G/O Media can get a commissionNo distractions Another
approach to getting into the zone is to avoid all distractions. Some people are more sensitive to distraction than others, but we should always aim to minimize the kind of distraction that pulls our minds out of what we are currently doing. Avoiding context switching costs is a big win. Music Some people find that listening to music helps them get into the zone. I listen to music when I
write, and I think it can be distracting, but often far less distracting than the average office conversation. Music is a personal thing and I suppose it doesn't affect our ability to get into the zone so much either way, but if it makes us comfortable, maybe being comfortable does. But what matters more... While having a sharp focus about being energized and avoiding all distractions can
really help us get into the zone, we're still treating the zone as if it's some magical, random mode that we don't really understand. It's not. Stop worrying about what type of music you want to listen to or what the view out the window should be. We come into the zone because we want to, and above all there are two things that make us want to. First, we really have to give a about
what we're doing. This is so often ignored when we talk about productivity in general. Remember back to the days in high school when the geeky kids would get awesome grades on difficult? They got amazing grades because they enjoyed it. People rock way more on things they enjoy, and enjoyment is much easier and far more effective than discipline. We have to be excited
about the problem and feel like all we want to do is work on it right at this minute. Secondly, we need to know how to do it. The overwhelming desire to start working is futile if we cannot, because we do not even know where to start. We'll jump into work and be idle 10 minutes later as we uncover many of the finer details we skimmed over when at a much higher level earlier.
Concentration and clear goals are key elements in maintaining flow, and that's exactly what Is. Once we are in the zone, a set of well understood achievable goals allows us to make continuous progress. Seeing constant progress is a fantastic motivator, making the zone a sustainable state. I rarely find myself coming out of the zone because the view out of the window just doesn't
work or because the music isn't just right. I get out of the zone when I don't know what to do next or how to achieve it. I get out of it because I'm blocked from making progress. Too many people treat the zone as if it is a mysterious state that evades us for intangible reasons. I don't think it is. We just need to think carefully enough about the problem to see possible solutions. We
have to be excited about it. The zone comes pretty naturally after that. So let's stop convincing ourselves that we're going to be one with the zone when we buy the $300 noise-cancelling headphones. You don't get into the zone if you don't understand what you're trying to achieve or don't enjoy trying to achieve it. What is the zone anyway? | Martin RueMartin Rue is a software
developer from Manchester, England and co-founder of Twocial. He enjoys building software with a focus on simplicity and user experience and likes to share his thoughts on his blog here. Image remixed from Shutterstock Last updated November 12, 2020 The truth about many of our failed goals is that we haven't achieved them because we didn't know how to set and achieve
goals effectively, rather than not having had enough willpower, determination or strength. There are strings of flaws that stand in our way of achieving goals. Fortunately for us, we don't need to fall victim to these mistakes for 2015. There are many common mistakes we make with setting goals, but there are also surefire ways to solve them too. Objective1. You make your goals
too vague. Instead of having a vague goal of going to the gym, make your goals specific,something like, run a mile around the indoor track every morning. 2. You have no way of knowing where you are with your goals. It's hard to recognize where you are at achieving your goal if you have no way of measuring where you are with it. Instead, make yours undetectable with questions
like how much? or how many? That way, you always know where you stand with your goals.3. You make your goals impossible to achieve. If it is impossible to reach, you are simply not going to reach for it. Sometimes our past behavior can predict our future behavior, which means that if you have no signs of changing a behavior within a week, don't set a goal that wants to
achieve this. Although you can do many things you set your mind to, it will be much easier if you realize your abilities and judge your goals from there.4. You only have a list of your long-term goals. Long-term goals tend to fizzle out because we're stuck on the bigger view rather than what we need to achieve in the here and now to get there. Instead, all the short-term goals
involved in your your For example, if you want to seek a publisher for a book you've written, your short-term goals may involve your marketing your writing and writing for multiple magazines to achieve your publishing goal. By setting the short-term goals involved in your long-term goal, you'll focus more on doing what's in front of you. 5. You write your goals as negative
statements. It's hard to achieve a goal that's formulated as, doesn't fall into this stupid trap. It's not inspiring, and once you start out, you need inspiration to stay committed to your goal. Instead, make your goals positive statements, such as, Be a friend who says yes more rather than, stop being an idiot to your friends. 6. You leave your goals in your head. Don't hold your targets in
your head. Write them down somewhere and keep them visible. It's a way to make your goals real and hold yourself accountable for achieving them. achieve objective7. You only focus on achieving one goal at a time, and you fight every time. To keep achieving your goals, one right after the others, you need to build up the healthy habits to do so. For example, if you want to write
a book, develop a habit of writing every morning. If you want to lose weight and eventually run a marathon, develop a habit of running every morning. Focus on buildign habits, and your other goals in the future will come easier. Studies show that it takes about 66 days on average to change or develop a habit. Focusing on forming a habit every 66 days will get you closer to
achieving your goals, and you will also build the ability to achieve more and more goals later using your newly formed habits.8. You live in an environment that doesn't support your goals. Gary Keller and Jay Papasan in their book, The One Thing, states that environments are made up of people and places. They say these two factors should line up to support your goals.
Otherwise, they would cause friction to your goals. So make sure that the people that surround you and your location both add something to your goals instead of taking away from them. 9. You are stuck on the end result with your goals. James Clear brilliantly suggests that our focus should be on the systems we implement to achieve our goals rather than the actual end result.
For example, if you're trying to be healthier with your diet, focus more on sticking to your diet plan rather than on your desired end result. It will keep you more focused on what's right in front of you rather than what's up in heaven. Keep Motivated10. You'll be discouraged with your root-ups. When I wake up every morning, I focus all my efforts in building a little-win for myself. Why?
Because we need confidence and momentum if we want to keep ploughing through the obstacles to achieve our goals. Starting my day with small wins helps me forget what root-ups I had yesterday and be able to reset. Your gain can be as small as getting out of bed to write paragraph section your book. In any case, it may be, so highlight the victories when they come, and do
not pay much attention to what happened yesterday.11. You're downplaying your winnings. When a victory comes together, don't tone it down or be too humble about it. Instead, make it a big deal. Celebrate every time you get closer to your goal with either a party or quality time doing what you love.12. You are put off by all the work you have to do for your goals. What happens
when you focus on everything that's in front of you is that you can lose sight of the big picture — what you're actually doing it for and why you want to achieve it. By learning how to filter the big picture through your every day small goals, you will be able to keep your motivation for the long haul. Never let go of the big picture. 13. You're wasting your downtime. When I take a break, I
usually fill my downtime with activities that further me toward my goals. For example, I listen to podcasts about writing or entrepreneurship in my lunch time. This keeps my mind focused on the goal, and also utilizes my downtime with motivation to keep trying for my goals. Wondering what you can do during your downtime? Here are 20 productive ways to spend time.14. You have
no system of responsibility. If you announce your goal publicly, or promise to offer something to people, these people suddenly rely on your accomplishment. They are suddenly worried about your goals, and help make sure you achieve them. Don't see it as a burden. Use it instead to nurture your hard work. Make people depend on you, and you will be motivated not to let them
down.15 You fall victim to all your negative behaviors you try to avoid with your goals. Instead of making a to-do list, make a list of all the behaviors, patterns and thinking you should avoid if you ever want to achieve your goal. For example, you can map down, avoid Netflix or not think negatively about my ability. By doing this, you have a visible reminder of all the behavior you
need to avoid to achieve your goals. But be sure to balance this list off with your goals listed as positive statements. How to stop not your goal? If you want to stop not your goal and finally achieve it, don't miss these actionable tips explained by Jade in this episode of The Lifehack Show: Bottom LineOvercoming our mistake is the first step to building healthy systems to our goal. If
you find one of these cogs jamming gear for your objective system, I hope you follow these solutions to keep your system healthy and able to churn out multiple targets. Do this year where you finally achieve what you have only dreamed of. More goals Getting TipsFet photo credit: NORTHFOLK via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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